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Shadchan Terms & Conditions
ChabadMatch welcomes you as a Shadchan on our database. As a member, you have
access to the global database of Chabad singles. In addition, you receive emails of new
members, receive automated suggestions for singles you know, and have the ability to
participate in our Meet Shadchanim events.
We have an obligation to professionalism in dealing with singles and the
protection of their privacy.
You are requested to sign our agreement based on the following terms:
1) I understand that my username and password is only for my use. I will not pass it to
anyone, or allow anyone else access using my login credentials either via my device or
their device. Violating this term will result in my access being permanently blocked.
2) There is a requirement to inform the site about any successful Shidduch. This is critical
to the site to enable us to delete engaged singles and report success stories.
3) I understand that I receive by email new profiles and automated suggestions that include
the contact info for singles. I will not forward those emails without removing the contact
info. The best way to send an email or PDF profile is via the site where it is removed
automatically.
4) I will make an effort to inform the site of singles that are engaged (where the singles
have yet to delete it), so that their profiles will be deleted as soon as possible from the
site.
5) I commit to indicating that I know at least 10 singles on the site. This is a requirement to
keep my access active and important in enabling us to send you automated suggestions
and enabling parents/singles to reach out to you about singles you know.
6) I commit to regularly logging into the site. Shadchanim that do not login for 60 days are
considered inactive and will lose their access.
If you have any questions, please be in touch with Moshe Raichman at
info@chabadmatch.com or on WhatsApp: +972-54-7617243
Wishing you great success in using this  כליto make many Shidduchim IY”H!
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